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Author’s response to reviews:

1) Title page: please ensure that a title page is provided containing the authors names, affiliations and email addresses

→ the author names, affiliations and email addresses were obtained.

2) Abstract: Trial registration at end of Abstract to be removed

→ removed

3) Materials and Methods should be changed to Methods

→ changed to Method

4) Declarations:

(i) Ethics approval and consent to participate

(a) 'All authors have read and agree with the editorial policy' should be removed

→ removed
(b) please provide the specific name(s) of the ethic boards

→ provided "KUGH IRB No. 91961-ABG-15-027"

(ii) Consent for publication: as there are no identifying images or data, please state Not applicable here.

→ stated Not applicable

(iii) Availability of data and materials: 'If required, the raw data will be provided to the editorial board by the authors.' should be changed to 'If required, the raw data will be provided upon reasonable request from the authors.'

→ changed to 'If required, the raw data will be provided upon reasonable request from the authors.'

(iv) Authors contributions: initials should be used, i.e. G-HJ and J-MK.

→ Initial was used as GHJ, JMK

5) Figure 1: please indicate whether this figure has been drawn for this paper; if not please advise where it has been obtained from and if permission has been granted for its use.

→ indicated “Courtesy of Morten Schultz Larsen. MD., Odense University Hospital, Denmark”

6) Article type: this paper is not suitable as a 'Technical advance' but rather as a 'Research article'. Please change this during the online submission process.

→ changed to Research article
7) Supplementary material: it is not necessary to upload this with the revised version.

➔ I understood.